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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
It is our belief that music is a language every-
one can use actively. However in this phase of active 
use, it seemed doomed to be limited to those gifted 
with poetic expression and melodic fluency~ leaving 
the others to passively appreciate. 
The authors therefore, constructed a series of 
approaehes to writing songs which were tried with many 
childreno The plans, a detailed account of the proce-
dures and the songs which resulted are included in 
this study in the hope that they will prove both inter-
esting and stimulating to teachers. 
• 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The purpose of education is to build for fuller. 
living. Today 1 s progressive schools are shifting from 
the traditional emphasis upon subject matter. to emphasis 
upon the individual. The justification for a school. 
system is its ability to provide amply for all phases 
of life which will contribute to richer living. Pro-
gressive education seeks to reach the maximum possibi-
lities in every child and presents opportunity for explor-
ing and developing ingenuity and originality.1 
Music plays a vital role in the lives of all 
people, regardless of age. It is now being revised ani 
taugnt with more meaning and benefit to the child. Aware-
ness of and participation in musical activities of many 
types begins in the very early years of a childts life. 
Through observation of thes.e activities the teacher is 
better equipped to understand her pupils, their interests 
and abilities. The freedom of thought and expression 
given to the child through creative music is one of the 
best activities for this purpose. Contril:uting some 
small part in a creative activity gives a child a feeling 
of accomplishment and satisfaction • 
1 Bradley, Ruth, We Wrote a Symphony, C. Co Birchard 
and Company, Boston, 1952, Po 3o 
The real value of creative music in the 
school program lies not so much in the 
composition produced, as in the deeper 
and more far-reaching effects which it 
has upon each individual child because 
of his acceptable contribution~ 2 
Perazzi elaborates on this point: 
A creative activity, then, is a means of 
encouraging thinking, and making it possi-
ble for children to find the answers to 
their problems, and a creative experience 
in music resolves itself into the promo-
tion of individual and personal initiatives 
of many kinds.. 3 
Perham comes to the defense of this statenent men she 
emphasizes: 
2 
3 
4 
"~ ••• the term creative can be cpplied to 
.i many phases of music~ rather than to the 
two phases to which it is usually app:j.ied; 
namely original composition and the con-
struction of instruments.. We believe that 
the creative approach may be used in the 
singing of songs, the playing of instru-
ments 1 and the use of rhythms that come from within., Creative music is the ohild1 s 
own expression of his feelings, musically, 
which provides emotional release and satis-
faction in selfconfidence and progress. 4 
Loc" cit .. 
Perazzi, Madeline F., Investigation of the Present 
Concepts of the Application of Creative Teachi~g 
to Music Education and the Resultin~ Creative usic 
Activities. Unpublished Masteris T esis, Boston 
University School of Educat1. on, 1951, p .. 32. 
Perham, Beatrice, Music in the New School, Neil A., 
Kjos Music Co", Chicago, 1947, p. 67.. . 
3 
• 
Mursell holds to 1ili s point: 
Creative response in all its forms and 
aspects is an act of selfexpression, a 
realization or projection of something 
t.bat cones from within. This is the 
most central and essential character-
istic~ 5 
Myers also expresses this same opinion when she states: 
It is the fact that creative music acti-
vities give an opportunity for the expres-
sion of self that makes them so dear to 
children .......... Creative music activities 
mean opportunity for expressing self 
through music. These activities are 
opportunities to explore and use the 
language of music.. 6 
Gehrkens also believes in the value of creative self-
expression when he states: 
Creative work is valuable because of the 
satisfaction felt by the individual in 
expressing himself in a way which is 
largely or.entirely original. From the 
educational standpoint it is important 
also because of the large amount of 
general incidental learning which takes 
place during the creative process. 7 
In discussing the importance of creative expression 
in the music program, Anderson and Pilibosian also 
state: 
6 
7 
Mursell, James, Music in the Am.el:'ican Schools, 
Silver Burdette CO":", New York, i9IJ03, p. 2IJ00 .. 
Myers, Louise Kifer, Teaching Children Music in 
the Elementar,y School, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New 
York, 1950 1 Chap. 5, p ... 109. 
Gehrkens, Karl Wilson, Music in the Grade School, 
C •. c .. Birchard and Coo 1 Boston, 1934, p .. 13 • 
"· ':Il. 
It is vitally important to encourage 
creativity in order that each child 
may better develop his personality.. g 
In the past the term creative music generally meant 
the actual writing·of music itself. However, there 
has been a decided change of emphasis to the broader 
interpretation of the term as applied to all creative 
musical activity.. .oomposi tion is but one phase of 
the creative music program.. Oreati ve music activi-
ties are of many and various -cypes.. According to 
. 
the Music Education Source Book: 
Any musical experience at any and all 
levels, whether it be (a) sensitive·.a.nd 
responsive listening to music, (b) active 
bodily response to rhythm and mood, (c) 
creative interpretation of music performed, 
(d) creative planning ani development of 
assembly programs, pageants, and operettas 
as an outgrowth of correlated activities, 
or (e) the creating of original music, is 
considereda creative activity inasmuch 
as it ·.provides a new and inspiring experi..:. 
ence which results in musical growth and 
personality development of the child. 9 
In view of the above statements, certainly music educa-
tion fails if it does not bring to every child the 
awareness that his own feelings may find satisfactory 
expres s1on through crea.ti ve music acti vi ties., This 
g Anderson, 0 .. , and Pilibosian, R., Suggested Music 
Activities for Grades One and Two, ·service Paper, 
Soh .. of Ed., 1951, Po 17. 
9 Music Education Source Book, MENO, 1951, p .. 132. 
5 
• 
• 
expression should be spontaneous and natural, and more 
enjoyable than any other form of expression. 
The proper approach in the elementary grades 
brings a very large return in real _educational values. 
It is better that the child leave the elementary grades 
with a thirst for good music, and a large freedom of 
expression in _it 1- than he ~ fed up on technique, and, 
as often happens, leave with an attitude of indiffer-
ence or dislike for the subject.10 _ 
It is important that the music staff work closely 
with the teachers in developing the creative music pro-
gram for understanding of just what is to be accomplished. 
The teacher must be thoroughly acquainted with the crea-
tive goal in view. As Struck states: 
Creative teaching calls for a thorough 
understanding of what .is to be taught .. 
,_ It is impossible to teach creatively 
without a firm conviction that the job 
is worth doing, and worth doing excep-
tionally wellQ 11 
Silverman also shares this opinion when he emphasises: 
10 
11 
The creative teacher must plan her work 
in such a way that the children will be 
ready for creativity._ ........ It is not 
happenstance, any more than the child just happens to be ready to read stories 
Wright, Frances, ElementaEf Music Educationi Theory 
and Practice, Carl tisher, Inc., New York, 9~1 
revision. 
Struck, Theodore F., Creative Teaching, John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc .. , New York, 1938, p. 572.,. 
6 
qo •••• There are two factors which are 
condusive to creative activity: 
1. The c~ssroom (physical environment) 
should show evidence of the children's 
interest·and should provide many and 
varied musical opportunities. The 
atmosphere of the classroom should be 
the one in which creative ideas may 
develop and expand,. 
2. A rich background of musical experi-
ence is essential. To provide an 
opportunity for this experience is 
the major function of the creative 
teachero 12 
The child must feel that the teacher likes him, and 
that she understands and appreciates what he has to 
offer, and also knowing from experience that whatever 
his cont ribu tl. on may be, it will not be ridiculed by 
his classmates$13 The teacher guides, but never 
dominates, and her @lidance diminishes as abilities 
and skills progresso 
In teaching creative acti vi ties, the teacher 
should not be tied to any lesson pla~ or any set time 
in the daily program when creativity should take placee 
Gehrkens emphasizes this when he states: 
12 
13 
The important thing in conducting any kind 
of creative work is not the method but, 
rather, the general principle that we are 
consistantly to encourage original construc-
tion by children at any point in the school 
Silverman, Herbert H., Bulletin, Malden Public 
Schools, October 1951. 
Dawson, MLldred A., Teaching Langua~e in the Grades, 
World Book Co., Yonkers-on-Hudson, • Y., 1951. 
• 
• 
course where it is possible to introduce 
such an activity in correlation with other 
work in music. -----There is no fixed 
method that is any better than all the 
others. l~ 
Mursell also agrees with this point: 
When it comes to practical ways and means 
of inaugurating and handling creative 
experiences and activities, we can see 
very clearly :f'rom all that has been said 
that there is no single right answer. 
No fixed or set method can be described 
or recommended as the one that is always 
best. 15 
Success in any subject depends upon the teacher's 
ability to stimulate the children's natural ability 
to create. Children create from the time they are 
very young1 eve~ before they enter school. Make 
believe play calls forth many sounds and movements. 
The act o:f' creating is well established in most 
pupils by the time they reach the classroom and 
needs only stimulation and guidance by the teacher 
to insure constructive growth and maturity. The 
field of music offers excellent opportunity for such 
growthe As Mursell points out: 
14 
15 
16 
Creativity does indeed' run through all 
of music and is such an intrinsic part 
of every activity that it is impossible 
to isolate it. 16 
Gehrkens, op. cit., p. 3. 
Mursell, op. cit., p. 2. 
Mursell, James, 11 Music for Children11 1 Children and Music Bulletin, 19~S, Association for Childhood~ 
Education Internation, Was.l:iington, D. c .. , p. ~. 
8 
• 
The va.J.ue of creative work lies not so much in the 
value of the songs, poems, or stories, composed by 
the pupils, but rather in the satisfaction felt by 
the individual in a way which is largely or entirely 
his own.. Perazzi strongly emphasizes this when she 
says: 
Creative music stimulates the class and 
ultimately effects substantial rewards 
for the less musical as well as the more 
talented child~ There is some creative 
activity that will interest every child 
and make him,,a real member of the music 
class. It is the process of the activity, 
not the result, that is important. The 
proof of effect.i veness of any learning 
process, is the erilisting and holding of 
interest, and the developing of the musi-
cal ability of an individual, a small 
group, or an entire class.. 17 
Children unwittingly compose many songs even 
before they enter school.. A favorite story, toy 1 or 
game, often stimulates the child musically and rhythmi-
cally9 The whir of a propeller on an airplane, the 
clicking of a mechanical toy, the sound of an electric 
train passing over the tracks and many others the 
chil.d encounters in daily play, call forth imitative 
sounds which may be reproduced in rhythm and music. 
As Dawson states: 
l7 Perazzi, Madelaine F .. , "Creative Mtisic in the 
Elementary School 11 , Music !n. ~ Elementary §qhool, 
M.E .. No Conference, 1951, p,. 33 .. 
9 
•• 
Essentially the foundation for verse 
making lie within every child because 
they consist of his emotional reactions 
to and thoughtful interpretations of 
personal experiences- In a social 
atmosphere, whether at home or at school, 
that nurtures the child1 s spontaneous 
expression of his impressions and feel-
ings, there are likely to bubble forth 
from his lips rhythmic, cadenced phrases 
that express his inner self. lg 
In school as in the pre-school age, a familiar experi-
ence ar incident with some unusual or dramatic feature 
is many times used to get spontaneous and si mere 
reactions, expressed in an original manner • 
• • • • • the basic purposes of creative musi-
cal activities are to develop keener sen-
sibilities and to stimulate and encourage 
a wider spread of musical initiative among 
children and grownups. 19 
Tidyman and Butterfild tell us: 
The situation normally aris1 ng may be stimu-
lation enough, but often the teacher finds 
. it desirable to intensify the desire of 
expression by emphasizing the thought, feel-
ing, or mood, of the situation. 20 
The teacher must endeavor to be an encouraging, enthus-
iastic gpide, sensing when to step in, and as readily, 
quickly fade from the picture, letting the ch1ldrens 1 
20 
Dawson, ~ cit., p. 26~. 
Florida State Bulletin, Dept. of Education, Experi-
encing ~ franguage Arts, Bulletin, Ng.34, Tallahassee, 
Florida, 19 7, p. 91. 
Tidyman, Willard F .. , and Butterfild, Marguerite, 
Teaching the Languafe Arts, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 
New York, 1951, P• 95 • 
10 
• 
enthusiasm and inspiration lead them. It is very easy 
for the teacher unconsciously to guide the children 
along the lines of her own feeling and interpretation, 
children also being very sensitive to suggestions make 
this doubly hazardous. But as Morgan reminds us: 
While the teacher remains in the back-
ground to a large extent, nevertheless, 
her experience and tl:'aining must furnish 
the necessary guidance and leadership 
wherever it is needed. 21 
However: 
The teacher should at all times be wise 
enough to accept the pupil 1 s efforts on 
the plane ·of the pupils individual 
thought and not try to impose an adult 
conception. 22 
The ways in \'ihich children create their songs come 
under three main headings: (1) words and melody 
together, (2) words fiJ;>st, ( 3) melody first, words 
later. ~3Myers agrees with this when she states: 
Song (whether writ ten by adults or 
children) are written in three differ-
ent ways: . ( 1) words are set to a melody: 
(2) melody is composed for words: and (3) words and. melody are created simul• 
taneously. 24 
"111'21!;""1 ______ ,' 
Morgan, Russell, Music Educational Journal, The 
Creative Experience, May-June 19!109, p. 31-32. 
22 Music Teaching in Intermediate Grades, The World 
of Music, Ginn and Company, 1936, p .. 56. 
23 Fox, Lillian M., and Hopkins, Thomas L., Creative 
School Music, Silver Burdette Co~, Boston, 1936, p.47. 
24 Myers, op. cit., Chap. 5, p. 109 • 
• 
• 
As there is no set method for obtaining the best crea-
tive resnlts in experiences and activities, there is 
also no one of these three ways which is better than 
the other. It will depend upon the motive for writing. 
As Pitts indicates: 
Once boys and girls are filled with desire 
to express ... o.they are given the choice of 
m~ny ways in which to use their creative 
energies. •. .. • • .. 25 
The first results obtained1 may lack the desired quality1 
but as Coleman discovered: 
Like all their powers, this power to create 
also grows and becomes more refined and 
their compositions gradually take on more 
pleasing forms and greater variety. 26 
Pitts and writers found this to be true also: 
....... regard for refinements of organization 
ani aesthetic qualities of media and pre-
sentation will follow in due time. 27 
Making up words is one way for children to begin 
their wr.1. ting,. 
25 
26 
When readiness for poetry writing has been 
· reached,. pupils may begin to offer spon-
taneou s]3 1 attempts of their own. If this does not occur the teacher may present 
examples of poetry writing - by children -
and ask if any of her pupils would like to 
try making verse. 2g 
Pitts, Lilla Belle, Glenn, Mabelle, and Watters, 
LorrainE., Guide ani Teaching Sug~estions, Grades 
Four, Five, Six, Ginn and Co., Bos on, 1952, p. 92. 
Coleman, Sat is N., Creative Music for Children1 G. P·. Putnam1 s Songs, N. Y., 1922, p .. 176. 
27 Pitts, op. cit., p. 92 • 
2g Florida Bulletin, op. cit., p ". 152 .. 
·t9 
·'"" 
• 
However, if the pupils do not have the necessary train-
ing and experie noe background to compose their own 
words, the teacher should choose an appropriate poem"' 
The choice is extremely important. Hatfi~ld suggests: 
Whatever moves a child most deeply, means 
most to him, is his best material for 
poetic expression~q •• A developed capacity 
for poetic experience •••• for seeing, feel-
ing, imag.Lning--will enrich every day of 
his life. 29 
Myers has this suggestion: 
A poem whichhas been used for choral 
reading is a gooi choice.. In giving 
the s eledtion the necessary practice, 
the rhythm and mood of the words has 
been clearly established. 30 
Tidyman and Butterfield also believe the choice of poem 
to be used is extremely important and they emphasize: 
Satisfying work requires, in the first 
place 1 a partie ular idea, thought, feel-ing, or mood worthy of expression •••• 
Reading and listening to well-read stories 
and poems often provide the spark that 
sets fire to the imagination and the urge 
to create. 31 
By its very nature a good poem is the natural starting 
point for children to begin to write their own music. 
Gehrkens expresses this thought when he says: 
29 
30 
31 
Hatfield, W. w., ~AFn~E~x~e~r~i~e_n_c_e~~~--~~~~~~~ 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. 1 
IX, XI, pp .. ll3-114.. . . 
Myers, op .. cit., p .. 109 .. 
Tidyman and Butterfield, op., cit., Chap .. X, p~ 202 • 
13 
p ..... they learn much about the phrase- . 
wise cons~ruction of music, of the desira-
bility for unity and coherency, and of the 
necessary correspor.dence between text and 
me~ody. 32 
There are times with an advance group when it may be 
advisable to discuss the meter of the poem.. For the 
most part, however, this technical discussion is not 
necessary. As Coleman writes: 
....... rhythmic language is as truly a part 
of music as a:J:"e any other rhythmic sounds ..... 
children gradually fall into the use of 
words with established meter, their rhythmic 
feeling finding expression in language as 
spontaneously as it did in dancing and play-· 
ing.. · 33 
Dawson has also found this to be true: 
...... children like to make their words bump 
along regularly, and even to achieve 
rhymes in some instancesa 34 
Making the words of a song rhyme is not necessary 1 nor 
is it desirable 1 if 1 in employing rhyme, true poetic 
expression is sought and then lost in the rhyming 
process.. However, Coleman tells us: 
32 
33 
34-
35 
Rhyme makes a strong appeal to the child, 
especially to those whose Mother Goose 
experiences have turned their ears to its 
charm, and the children naturally fall 
into its use, composing words with both 
meter and rhyme9 35 
Gehrkens, op. cit., p. 27 .. 
Coleman, ~cit., p. 124. 
Dawson, op. cit., p .. 264-. 
Coleman, op. oit., p,. 124-. 
• 
• 
Making up a_ melody is a spontaneous thing, for when it 
is striven for and worked at, it rarely possesses that 
quality and charm, characteristic of spontaneous expres-
sion~ Where there is no intense feeling, enjoyment or 
interest, the tune will lack the spark which comes from 
unaffected expression. There must be a strong desire or 
purpose for making up a melody for "expression is simply 
the outcome of the feeling which arises from the inner 
nature ...... If' the feeling for music is not encouraged ...... 
there will not result any real expressio n. 11 36 As Sigmund 
Spaeth puts it: 
The miracle of music iS that it can trans-
fer abstract moods and emot:l.on ..... without 
the help of words or pictures or symbols 
of any kind-. 37 
When the pupils make melodic expressions which sound some-
what familiar, don 1 t reject them unless it is direct and 
meaningful plagiarism, for Spaeth reminds us; 
36 
37 
No ...... composer ever worried much about the 
originality of his themes.. His genius con-
sisted in knowing how to create the exact 
mood and atmosphere that he desired. 3g 
Trotter, York, and Chapple, Stanley, Principles of. 
Musicianship, Bosworth and Co., Ltd.,, London,.Engl~nd 
1933, p .. IX. 
Spaeth, Sigmund, The Art of Enjoying Music, PermabooXs, 
N. ~ .. , 1949, Chap., XII, Pe 230 .. 
Loc .. cit .. 
15' 
Therefore·, if the child is since-re_ in his expression, 
accept it. It is possible to-recognize melodic inspira-
tion, even when it does not imply a completely original 
arrangement of tones ••• for after hearing enough music 
of all kinds, it b.ecomes possible for anyone to decide 
that a piece has inspirational individuality.. Wright 
also agrees with this: 
Creative work is not given for the purpose 
of developing genius in terms of originality, 
but to give each child an opportunity for 
the expression of whatever originality he 
possesses. That this originality is of con-
siderable proportion in the average child, 
that some children are definitely endowed, 
and that others not at all interested in 
other types of music study are awakened and 
led toward them by this route are matters of 
every day observation in the modern school.. 39 
Some children create word and melody simultaneously, and 
most always when this occ~s~ it is a natural, rhythmic, 
tuneful_phrase which springs from ~eep within them. When 
it is solicited however:, 1 t generally lacks spontane1 ty 
because for such an expression, a meaningful experience 
which keenly interest them and delights them, 'Which 
invites them to give an expression to it, is needed 
and such experiences, thought not. rare, are not found 
or had in abundance., Holden agrees with this: 
39 
4o 
Words and music created simultaneously pro-
vide a natural way for many small children 
to begino 40 
Wright 1 op., cit .. 1 p. 11. 
Holden, Florence Smith, Educational Music Magazine, 
Creating: A Path to Understanding, March-April l950 1 
Po 19. 
iS 
• The important objeot.ive is for the pupils to experiment 
freely with making up tunes and to feel at ease in using 
this expression. Coleman reports: 
The training •• o.consisted mainly of let-
ting the children play freely; of making 
them conscious of the melodies they had 
played; of guiding them to a realization 
of form in their expression; and of help-
ing them to remember their compositions 
in parts and as wholes. ~1 
Creative singing is a basic musical experience 
and as such, it is urged that skills and drills do not 
become a part of this work, except in oases where stu-
dents may be so motivated a.s to be eager for advanced 
\ 
supplementary work, for students lose enthusiasm, spon-
taneity and interest when they realize that the outcome 
of their expression is to result in t ediOUf! analysis. 
Musical theory is an outgrowth, and results from, the 
students keen interest in music. Coleman clearly 
stresses this: 
Experience must come first, and knowledge 
will follow if the experience warrants it~ 
If l're can make these experie noes vi tal 
enough, the notorious ·diffioul ty of teach-
ing children to read printed music will 
disappear entirely. 
One may say 'carry them both along 
together. 1 · Later on, yes; but not now. 
Wait until the need for conventional nota-
tion is felt by the child. Wait until--
after much happy experience in playing and 
oomposing--he ••• really wishes to learn the 
grown-up way of reading music. ~2 
Coleman, op. cit., P• 126. 
Coleman, Satis, Playing and Composing, The Lincoln 
School, N.Y .. 1 1926, Chapo Teacher 1 s Pages o 
. 17. 
• Mursell too is most explicit in this when he states: 
Melodizing should not be used for ulterior 
purposes, such as teaching notation~ 
Beethoven did not compose the Ninth Symphony 
to get more practice in writing out the 
score; and to convert sincere, spontaneous, 
and often very ap~ aling melodic composing 
into an under~the-counter lesson on the 
lines and spaces is an insult to the child's 
ind1 viduali ty and to the art of music.;.. 
A mast~y of. theoretical skills is of great 
importance for composition, but it is by no 
means the root of the matter,. The essential 
tbi ng by all means is initiative, freedom, 
and its true essence and meaning,. Children 
talk before they know grammar.. If they 
talked only by grammar their linguistic 
responsiveness would certa1~ly be cramped 
and confined. I am inclined to think that 
one of the basic troubles with many of our 
standard plans of music education is that 
they hold people to stereo-types for many 
years and crush out of them that musical 
originality, individuality, and confidence 
for which even the best of skills are no 
substitute at all. 43 
Mursell and Glenn add to this: 
Surely our school singing would do far better 
by attempting to release free, spontaneous joy in tone and tonal beauty, than by dril-
ling everlastingly on technique and the intel-
lectual elements of note reading •••• Music 
education should be planned, not in terms 
of technique and drill, but in terms of self 
expression, emotional release, and the crea-
tive impulse. 44 
Mursell, James L., Education for Musical Growth, 
Ginn and Co., Boston, 1948, p. 170 •. 
Mursell 1 James, and Glenn, Mabelle, The Psychology o~ School Music Teachi~, Silver Buraette Co., 
N9 Y., 193B, pp. 21, 2 • 
f8 
• 
~·· 
Slotnick also tells us: 
The modern view of letting technical skill 
develop to mastery as a by product of the 
creative process is an outcoxm of the 
experimental approach. 45 
To sum this up: 
When .the provision of tools, skills and 
k~owledge used in notating creative 
expression becomes the point of approach, 
the whole affair is likely to become 
external, mechanistic, and artificial. 46 
In conclusion the philosophy offered in 11 The Child 1 s 
Bill of Rights" is appropriate evidence of the value 
of creative music: 
46 
47 
Every child has the right to full and free 
opportunity to explore and develop his 
capacities in the field of music in such 
ways as may bring him bappiness, and a 
well sense of being; stimulate his imagina-
tion and stir his creative activities; and 
make him so responsive that he will cherish 
and seek to renew the fine feeling induced 
by music. 47 
Slotnick, Ruth, The Experience of Music in Group 
Work, Master 1 s Thesis 1 Boston Univ ersl ty, College 
'Of""111usic, 194o.. · 
Pitts, and others; ~cit., p .. 92 .. 
Council of Past Presidents (Peter Dykema, Chairman), 
liThe Child's Bill of Rights 11 , Music 1!!. the Elementary 
School, M .. E.N. Conference, 1951. 
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CHAPTER III 
SUGGESTED APPROACHES FOR CREATING ORIGINAL 
COMPOSITIONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
lQ Antecedent-Consequence 
2. General Conversation 
3 .. Specific Rhythm 
1+ .. Original Rhythm 
5. Rhythmie Movement 
6 .. Original Poem 
7 .. Dance Song 
g,. Sang Without Words · 
9o Imagery 
10. Musical Play 
11 .. Individual Creative Work 
12 .. Chain Song 
20 
• Antecedent Consequence 
To develop a sUbconscious awareness of phrasing, 
and a conscious awareness of color and mood in 
music. 
Preparation: Average experie·nce in singing songs.~ 
Procedure: 
6. 
Teacher sings a short t1·10-measure phrase 
using the syllable 11 1oo11 • 
Teacher then inquires as to the character 
of the tune. · 
Class decides as to whether it is happy, 
sad,· etc.. · 
Teacher repeats the phrase and asks for 
an answer to it. 
After several answers are volunteered, the 
class choses the one which they like the 
best. 
Using the syllable 11 1oo11 , the class sings 
the teacher's phrase and the chosen answer, 
making the song completeo 
21 
• Antecedent-Consequence ExEerimental Results, Grade Three 
Procedure: 
19 The teacher sang a short two.;.measure phrase to 11 loo11 • 
2. Teacher: How does that tune make you feel? 
3. Class decided its character was happy .. 
4-. The teacher sang the phrase again. 
5.. Teacher: Can anyone; think of an answering phrase? 
6. As musical· answers wecre given (the teacher giving 
the initial phrase e.ach time) the teacher recorded 
them • 
. Tommy: 
Ernest: 
-----~··~·---------- --------- ~ ----------~-----
• 
Ben: 
Tommy S: 
Connie: 
Mar;r: 
1[1--- ---::---·1-J·--. ---·-·------------ --- .. - -~·- -- ··-·- -- ----. . 
...... . .. . . -· -· - . -·--· 
- • J i- ~ ~ ;} ~ J: .. ~~ ---· 
-·-~--- ... ~--... ·-·-·---~---~-·~-..>.-v..·~- "'~- ................ _ .... ___ ........ ______ -------·· ----
7o After all volunteers had given their answers, 
the teacher sang the original phras·e with each 
answer contributed by the pupils. 
s. The class then chose the best answer- Connie's 
melod.yo 
9. The class sang the phrase and the chosen answer7 
completing the song • 
.23 
• 
10. Completed song, Chapter Four, page 83 
The class, whose results are recorded here, had 
no previous experience in composing original 
melodies, therefore, they were asked only to 
contribute a musical phrase~ With a class who 
has had previous musical experience of this type, 
words may be given for the opening phrase. The 
teacher will write each of them on the blackboard. 
The class decides on one group of words llhich 
best fits the mood of the melody. The teacher 
will then proceed with step 4. 
The pupils may give the answering phrase 
with words, or they may answer only with a melody. 
This will depend entirely upon the class. Pupils 
with limited experience may find creating words 
and music simultaneously, difficult and cumber-
some for a first adventure in composition. 
24 
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General ConYersation 
Aim: To use ordinary conversation as a motivation 
for original musical thought. 
Preparation: Average musical sensitivity. 
Procedure: 
1'1-
2. 
4-. 
Conv er sa tion: 
In a conversation which is interesting to 
the ohildren, be listening for a pupil to 
express a thought poetically, or, if not 
poetic in expression, with definite rhythm 
or flow. 
Phrases: 
The 'teacher wri tee the expression, with 
another taken from the conversation, on the 
board, exclaiming what a good start they 
are for a song. To have a SOQ?; half com-
pleted befcre they realize they 1re writing 
one is a wonderful stimulation! 
Or, if the second phrase is not apt to 
be forthcoming, the teacher writes the first 
phrase on the board, exclaiming what a good 
start it is for a songp 
Reading Words: 
I:f' the class is not able to read all the 
words, read with them what has been written 
on the board and ask for another, thought to 
go with it or simply ask, wno can go on. It 
is preferable to omit the reading aloud if 
the class knows all the written words, for 
they create rhythms which surprise you if 
they have to find their own ideas. (If they 
need melodic stimulation, then read it with 
as much expression as possible.) 
Condensin~: 
Some pupi 1 s statements are too longq 
Encourage the thought or idea they have, 
but ask if they can say it in poetic fashion 
by using fewer wordso Often another pupil 
does this more readily, which is all right, 
for that means more pupils are participating 
in the songo Be sure there is a central 
thought to the song. 
25 
6,. 
---·--------
wmed Words: 
the teacher or class feels the poem must 
rhyme, be careful of the words ending the 
~ines to be rhymed, especially in the early 
grades. When a word which is difficult to 
rhyme is offered the teacher will SS¥
1 11 Good, could you say that in just a little 
different way", or "Excellent, but what's 
another word far ? " 
Leading Questions: 
Whenever a class lacks an idea for continu-
ing their poem, the teacher asks questions 
to stimulate their thinking,. A fourth 
grade in writing a song about the rain had: 
11 Hear the rain on the roof, Hear the rain 
on the ground." Then there was a he si ta tion 
until the teacher asked what else they might 
hear in a rain storm, which brought the 
response: "Hear the thunder" 1 concluding 
w1 th, 11 Make a big sound." 
Hear the rain on the roof 1 Hear the rain on the ground, 
Hear the thunder 
Make a big sound. 
Rhyming Difficulty: 
If there is difficulty with the rhyming line, 
underline the word to be rhymed am have the 
class name words which go with it (i.e., 
found, bound, pour.d, round, etc.) and list 
them~ If the class doesn't know quite what 
to say for the ending, seeing the words 
listed usually stimulates .ideas. 
Tune: 
Be:f'ore having the phrases sung one at a time, 
ask for ·a moments quiet ~ile everyone thinks 
o:f' a tune which expresses the thought of the 
poem. The quality of the music must express 
the dominant emotion of the sang. Rarely 
does a student continue to sing the entire 
song, but when he makes the attempt and has 
caught the spirit o:f' it, he usually sings it 
with perfect :f'orm, i.e., rhythm, good melodic 
line and balance of phrases. 
26 
11. 
12. 
Continuing Melody: 
After a melody is accepted for a line, the 
class sings it, at the end of ~ich, the 
teacher gestures to any apparently eager 
pupil to continue the song by making up a 
melody for the next line9 
Sugges t1. one: 
The suggestions of the teacher in melody 
making are not out of place, for the guid-
ance of the teacher is offered less and 
less while the judgment of the class improves. 
Familiar Tunes: 
The class !earns to reject or accept differ-
ent interpretations. The teacher may dis-
courage the purposeful singing of familiar 
phrases by saying: 11 Could you change that 
a little, so it won't sound so much like 
one I've heard?" 
Teacher's Enthusiasm: Time: 
The teacher must keep the song moving through 
suggest! ons and enthusiasm. If she bas little 
interest, creative singing will be labor. 
After the class has learned to think along 
creative singing lines, songs should be com-
posed in five to ten minutes - excluding moti-
vation ~ if it is going to be a good song. 
l'lhen it takes longer 7 the children do not have the enthusiasm or interest needed for 
the composing of a good song 7 and more harm 
than good takes pla ce. 
Examination: 
The song may be examined (depending upon the 
age, interest and understanding of the class) 
as to its unity, expression and farm; i.e., 
repetition, contrast, accentuation, balance 
sections, dynamics. Doing it themselves makes 
them appreciate the creative activity and 
skills achieved by other composers. 
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General Conversation, Experime~ Results, Grade Five 
1. One nippy October afternoon as the fifth grade came 
into the music room, the following conversation 
took place: 
I 
2. 
Beverly: 
Teacher: 
Beverly: 
Fall is here l 
It is? How do you know? 
The leaves are falling. 
Bill: Birds are flying to. the so uthl 
The teacher then wrote the phrases on the 
Fal.l is here 
The leaves are falling 
Birds are flying to the south 
The teacher turned to the class and asked 
one could sing, Fall is here. 
board: 
if some-
4. Janice immediately sang: 
~:~-~~~~~~~m--~-
l-o.. \ \ 
5. The class was enthusiastic with the start that had 
been made and all of them sa-ng the phrase o 
6. Paul then added, omitting the initial word of the 
second line: 
£t*_ ililtt3 :- --I' -~~}:, tff=J .· •. l'fi. . . . ~-4 ~d ; . . .. ~~~.:ct.-~~- -·- _-: __ --_·· 
LeG\ve~ '""~ fctl \ \ n<J 
The teacher said it was well sung and the words 
fitted the melody very well1 but could he sing it 
28 
• 
• 
just a little differently from the first phrase, 
perhaps making the tune go down, like leaves 
falling • 
. 7. The cla sa sang the first phrase again and this 
time David continued with: 
s .. 
'~.:i!i___ --±-=·----•_:_-~---- -- -: . ~~ -------~=- ------~ ; .:_ -_- -- :: __ t_- 1=::t=~ .:1 _- . 
. . -·= =--=·_./+=:·:----~- -~ =·=_:!:-:::3=~:- . ~~-· :.-. 
Le~ves o-.re. 1a \\ ~~ 
Beverly finished the song with: 
~-It~~=-- :;.::-::--~:~-1---J_:-~=~i~---~~~:~~--.~i~ ..J - ~-~--4-------jn. - --r--- -- -- - --- .1-----J.~~---: . .t:~t-·::t-
.-- -- ---------------- ------··o ~ ----- -"fi- --- - - - --• ·- . - ~----•--·---1- -c---. 
'13,'rc\~ 4\o-e fl~ ;V"Ilj +o -the -;.(>-. th 
The class sang the three phrases and then 
exclaimed it was too short, there should be more. 
10. The teacher agreed with them, and led them on 
further by asking why the birds were flying south. 
11. Bill: The winter snows are coming. 
12. This was added on the board. 
13. John then asked if they could say something about 
Jack Frost, which instantly gave Richard the idea: 
And Jack Frost 
Is all a bout. 
The class was satisfied ~~th the additional words. 
14.. Before adding the melocy the teacher had them sing 
the song as tar as it was completed., 
29 
• 
15$ The olass thinking was then directed by asking 
them where the melody should start in the seoond 
part, high or low. 
16o For an answer, Janioe sang: 
ph\±::__~::~F- ~;;:--~:::~ · · __ -.-~ .fl~l=-:f- ~-k$ ~ ~-:·:'±-·.= : ~ -~- __ V::_~~±:~- _1_ ~--=~--=-:-_::-~ --:_:~~~--_::_:_:~--~ 
17o The olass liked the phrase, and sang the song 
that far. 
lg.o Paul oonoluded the song with: 
. ~~t:=::-~~;. ==¥t=x::-==L=~~~~:rl 
· Kt~:: ___ --- -#L ---- ---·-- ~- _9 __ -- ~- -. -t;Jr.-- ---l---eJ-·-· 
A nc\ ~~d< frcs t ; s q, \\ C~.bo .;-t . 
The word ~ was added naturally • 
. 19. The entire song was sung by the olass: 
Fall is here, 
Leaves are falling,-
Birds are flying to the south; 
For the winter snows are ooming1 And Jaok Frost 
Is all about. 
20.. Completed song, Chapter IV 1 page 85 
Specific Rhythm 
Aim: To aid in developing rhythmic feeling. 
Preparatio~: Rhythmics .. 
Procedure: 
1 .. 
11. 
Teacher taps out a specific rhythm, and 
repeats it several times~"· 
Pupils repeat this rhythm on their desks. 
Teacher then asks class what this rhythm 
makes them think of. · 
Class gives vario~s impressions. 
Rhythm is repeated again. 
Teacher asks if someone can sing a melody 
to the rhythm .. 
Class gives various responses which the 
teacher records. 
Class chooses the melody which they feel 
best fits the rhythm. 
Continue as above until the class considers 
the song completed. 
Teacher tb. en asks the class if anyone can 
sing words to the so ng.o 
Teacher records the responses, and w.hen they 
are completed, reads them back to the class. 
Class selects those lines which they consider 
appropriate for their song. 
Teacher (or pupil) puts these lines on the 
board .. 
Class then sings their song with the words. 
3f 
• ' 
- -----
Specific, Rti.ythm, Experimental Results, Grade Three 
1. The teacher tapped this rhythm on her desk: 
2. The pupils imitate the rhythm on their desks. 
They repeated it several times. 
3. Teacher: What does this rhythm make you think of? 
Douglas: A six-shooter. 
Tommy: The starting of a murder story like, .11 The 
Plainclothesman"~ 
Ricky: It sounds like a march - a merry march. 
Emory: It reminds me of the Christmas song, 11 Up 
on the Housetop". 
Sandra: It makes me think of a banda 
~. The teacher repeated the rhythm again. 
5· Teacher: Can someone sing that rhythm? 
Billy: 
Brownie:· 
c~- --~ =I~:=-r; ~;=:.t ~4_-:£ r ;] rx. - -- ----- -• - ... -- -. • f> . .J_ 
Emory:. 
Connie: 
Ex~-~--r-_ ~r:J.-- Hfti~4=-;=~g?1 
Charlene: 
Tommy A: 
-_ --_ --"'·----__ ·---. -~---~-·--t __ ...,_-__ ·--·_r~--... -_ ·---_-----,-_---_-------_ -·.----·--{: 1 r ..L.; ·=J. -1 i• . . j- . --··---~r- - ~- . - -:~-~- -~- ~.-_\ ---.,_ ..:·_:_ .~Z_--· •· ~~- ·- :r ·--=--iJ:._ -l·-~:=r..$:. ·. )\. • .. -~ .... --· ... - -.. • -.-- ..... ·l- ___ f!'..._ ____ _ 
..... 
Douglas: 
Carl: 
tx:--:=-~=-J~--- -;~---- )F3-=~~=f~~T 
Tommy S: 
-~----~:~~;~~-~r_ = _-=~ == ---~~- ~rr]-=:""~f~t~-~ 
X. . --...;J 
--- - -----
6.. Tommy A's melody was chosen as the one the class 
liked best~ 
1tt=_[::=fJ~)~I=-fl~~-::-x~±;~i )$~-~- o _ __ e .\ ~ _._ __ ~ . 
...... 
7. Several members of the class expressed a desire 
to hear Charlene 1 s melody again. 
It was also well•liked and for a time the class 
was undecided as to just what to d.ci., 
g" Then Ricky suggested. that Charlene 1 s melody would 
make a good beginning because it "ended up in the 
airn, whereas Tommy 1 s melody could be used as an 
ending because it did.il.' t seem to need 11 any more 
music". 
l-=4-_ =- -.(iL_~ _-_4)_-. , ~ff: . --t3 ___ :. :_0r:-:-~---~-r:-~\---~:J-~--j;~-=!~~~=1 
.. . .. -~ 1-----6--J - . - -- -,- __ .§o?_ . -t.t· .... --- .. --- . ] 
- -~- -- - ~--- . . - .... - ··- -- --· ·-· ... ~----- --- ·--
' 
9 • When this. was done 1 the class was unanimously 
pleased with the resultso 
10. Teacher: Cari anyone sing words to our song? 
Billy: I am happy and so are you. 
I have a valentine just for youo 
11. The class sang these 'WOrds and liked them.. It 
being near Valentine's Day accounted for the 
valentine theme. 
12. Connie added to this by saying: 
My little valentine's red and. white, 
Oh my, its a. pretty sight. 
13.. Sandy said, 11 I 1m going to ha.ve a party for 
Valentine's Day, may I say that? 11 
14. The teacher of course aristoTered in the affirmative .. 
15.. Sandy: 
Come to my party, it starts at 2:00, 
Weill have cake and ice-cream too., 
16.. These words were pleasing to the class, so the 
song was completed. 
I am happy and so are you. 
I have a valentine just for you. 
My little valentine 1 s red ani w.hite, 
Oh my, its a pretty sight .. 
Come to my party, it starts at 2:00, 
we•J..l have cake and ice-cream too. 
17. Completed song, Chapter IV, page 89 
Aim: 
-
Original Rhythm 
To point out to the class that highly emotional 
states are· apt to be fast and have generous 
accentuations, whereas, music that expresses 
passive emotions has a slower tempQ 1 less 
explosive accentuations~ · 
Preparation: Listening program provided by the music 
curriculumco 
.Procedure: 
lo Teacher taps a rhythm. 
2co Class repeats the rhythm. 
3. Teacher asks each or certain pupils (depend-
ing upon the size of the class) to tap a 
short rhythm which is different from the 
teachers~~ 
4. Each rhythm tapped is imitated by the class. 
5a Teacher asks class which rhythm they most 
enjoyed playing. If the class is too large 
for this, the teacher may tactfully choose 
one she enjoyed - stating why. 
6o Everyone replays the selected rhythmco 
7o Teacher suggests to class that they add words 
which fit the rhythm. She might suggest that 
they pretend they are Indians playing their 
drums. If this is the case, the lesson should~ 
be prefaced by having the class sing any 
Indian song from their books and deriving: 
(a) Indian music is rarely performed for 
music's sake. It generally belongs to some 
tribal custom and is sung only for the per-
formance of that custom, i.eo 1 treating sick1 
war, religt on, game 1 love, children, hunting, 
etco (b) Songs are characterized by having 
a descending melody, the last note generally 
being the lowest in the song. 
s. Words chosen by the class are chanted. 
36 
-9· Ask class to e~ress the words in a melody. Listen 
carefully to the melody to see if it conveys the 
mood of the words independently. 
lOo Individual pupils give their interpretation. 
11. Class decides which melody best expresses the 
words and sings it. 
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Or1gi~ Rhythm1 Experimental Results, Grade~ 
l. The teacher suggested that the class pretend they 
were Indians playing their dr~s. Individuals 
tapped different rhythms. 
2. The class selected the rhythm 
as the one they enjoyed tappingo 
3.. The teacher asked what message might be sent with 
that rhythm. The first phrase which was offered 
't'ras accepted: Indian on the war path. These words 
matched the tempo and heavy accents of the rhythm 
which had been tapped. 
4.. The teacher asked w.I:R t they were going to do about 
the Indian on the war path. 
5· The quick reply was 11 '\'le must kill him 11 .. 
6. The teacher asked if that wasn't too gruesome and 
someone else immediately offered, 11 \'le must catch 
him11 , which was quickly taken up by the class. 
7. The class enthusiastically chanted and played 
each line twice. 
Indian on the warJ:ath1 
Indian on the warpath. 
Wemust catch him, 
We must catch him. 
g.. At this time the teacher asked if the chant couldn't 
be sung to sound like .Indians singing.. The class 
hesitated, and then a pupil said ~he thought she 
could sing it .. 
9o This phrase was accepted by the class and then 
sung by them .. 
10. Another pupil easily sang the second line which 
was instantly accepted. 
11.. After singing the complete song, one of the pupils 
said that the end should go dow.n, and sang: 
ft::::::: E=j-~ :~:1 = =t==-=-=w 
-RP==- _._:::___--tr----=-._:_~~:;;1-=-=---:.~-:;~------ -~---· 
- \tJ e. """'\J ~ "t c a. +c.~ \..-\\• VY\ 
12~ The class agreed and again sang the song1 this time 
repeating it, and using the second ending. 
13. Completed song, Chapter IV, page 93 
39 
Rhythmic Movements £! the ~ 
Aim: To correlate, visual, auditory, and muscular 
- responses-o. 
Preparation: Imaginative and realistic experiences. 
Procedure: 
lc;~ Teacher selects a rhythmic motion the class 
enjoys, such as an imaginary game of ping 
pong, rowing of boat, hoisting of sails, 
chopping of a tree, etc. (with music, if 
desired) .. 
2. Teacher keeps the class at the activity a 
short time, then probes briefly into what 
the people might be thinking, as they worked 
or played at the activity. If a statement 
is made that would be good in a song or for 
starting a song, keep it in mind or hastily 
write it down so that it won1 t be forgotten. 
3· Continue rhythmic movement. 
4.. Teacher asks the class if they suppose the 
people ~o do these things day after day, 
do it in silence. Hew do they relieve the 
monotony? Try to lead to singing. 
5. Again have the class move rhythmically and 
suggest that perhaps they wouldn 1 t become 
so tired if they sang while they worked •••• 
why not try it? or, simply ask if someone 
won 1 t strike up a song. 
6. If the class hesitates, use a statement they 
previously made to start them, or ask them 
what they are doing and use their answering 
phrase for the first line of the song by 
replying to their answer1 11 Sing thatl 11 
7 o Teacher attempts to have the pupils sing 
rather than speak any of the lines they offer, 
but don't let a line be rejected simply 
because it is spoken. If the student who 
offers a good spoken line is unable to sing 
it acceptably, tell him his words are good, 
40 
or excellent - as the case may be - then 
ask the elass if there is anyone who could 
sing the words in a different way. Various 
tunes are given and one is aooepted by the 
olass. 
g. It is advised that the class be kept moving 
in the imaglnary activity until the song is 
completed, for in this way enthusiasm and 
spontaneity are maintained. 
41' 
Rhythmic Movement, Experimental Results, Grade Five 
l,.. The cla as, experienced in creative singing, had 
chopped trees and rowed boats to music. The 
teacher, pointing to a picture of a clipper ship, 
now suggested that they hoist the sails and get 
under way. To hoist the sails the pupils alter-
nately reached up to an imaginary rope with one 
hand and with the other h~nd pulled it down. 
2. At first the class pulled together by watching 
each other.· 
3. Then as they continued to hoist the sails 1 the 
asking if it wasn 1 t easier to ~rk to music. The 
class agreed it was~ 
4. As they worked, the teacher asked them how they 
liked hoisting sails .. 
Richard: The sails are getting heavy., 
Teacher: Then let's sing. Sailors often 
sing while they work 1 and that 
seems to make their work easier. 
The class hesitated. 
Teacher: What did the captain tell you to do? 
Class: Hoist the sails. 
42 

• Teacher: Then sing - hoist the sailst 
Bill: 
~:_f~ ~:-=.t=~-~~:-~ 
, . Ho;st -the ~a.·,\s 
Immediately taken up by PauJ. who sang: 
f¥-_-=:y_- t~.~ ~-
-1-\o•-s+ \he. sa',t~ 
5· The class sang the phrase, then hesitated~ 
Teacher: Think of a place y-ou 1 d like to 
go. A place so nice that you're 
happy to hoist the heavy sails 
to get there. 
The class unanimously chose to sail to Hawaii. 
6. After singing the first line again1 David con-
tinued the song with: 
a_ ;~~~~~----~~ =~-=r ___ ~-\~~- ~~1~=-:~~~:~~ ~ -=-t=E.=.--~~:r: 1¢ - -- :=~L_=-] rtJ- o --·--J s--l~--.J_ 
' We1re. ~;)a\\,·~ Tc Hawct\l 
7. Again the class hesitated, then with no prompt• 
ing, Beverly sang: 
!fij_ ~t- .jJ --==-afi~ ~=---= --l: ~===~~~-
0 ~ ·- --v---- fl .. ~~·-""------
1" --- . -·· ~--· -- -- .. .. ·--·---- -----~-.--.,. ___ ~~--
43 
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•• 
She hesitated a moment, then sang: 
g• The class sang the song that far, wi1h motions, 
then several had the same idea for the ending: 
We're sailing to Hawaii. All the phrases sung 
at that moment were similar. 
fti:=t.-~-= \Li :. :j: :-i ~: ::tp:--=:t~ ~-· ---- ________ t::Jti=_ig 
We're.. sa'\\ \ng "to ~~WC\ \\ 
9• The class sang the entire song. 
Hoist the sails, hoist the sail, 
We 1 re sailing to Hawaii. 
The sky is blue, the w1 nd is strong. 
We're sailing to Hawaii. 
10. A week later, Adrian came to class and told the 
teacher she remembered what she had told the class 
about singing while they worked (making it easier) 1 
so while she made her bed now, she sang to the tune 
of Hoist the Sails-- 11 make the beds, make the beds," 
11. Completed song, Chapter IV 1 page 95 
• 
Original Poem 
To enable children to express themselves in 
words and music~ 
Preparation: Previous experience in language and 
music in Grades I and II. 
Procedure: 
1. Children express a desire to write a poem. 
2. Lines appropriate to the topic are contri-
buted by the class. 
3. Teacher writes each line contributed on 
the blackboard. 
4. Children select and reject what they want 
and put the lines in order .. 
5· Class may read the selected lines together. 
6. · Unless the pupils express a desire to con-
tinue1 a second verse should not be attempted. 
10 • 
The first line is then sung with original 
melodies by volunteers.. (The teacher may 
record each musical phrase as it is given.) 
Class decides on the phrase which best 
expresses the mood of the words. 
The same procedure is followed for the other 
three lines.,. 
Entire song is sung by the class9 
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Original ~~ Experimental Results, Grade Three 
1~ On Inauguration Day the children expressed a strong 
desire to write a poem to President Eisenhower. 
2. The following phrases were recorded just as they · 
were given by the pupils: 
Eisenhower's here 
Let's. give a great big cheer 
For he's the 34th-President 
For he is great 
to.lead our state 
Let's get out and cheer 
For Eisen~ower's here 
3. At this point the pupils pondered on whether or not 
their poem should express a more sober and serious 
mood -- this being a very important day for our 
nation.. They decided it should. These lines 
followed: 
Gooo.save our President 
Hail to our President 
On this his greatest day 
We like him better 
Than any man 
He is a Republican 
And that is who I like 
We the people~ on this day 
We will try to help him 
J.I.C 
'"'.:i:U 
We'll fight and fight 
And do what's right 
In every sort of way 
Eisenhower let us fight 
Because we have a lot of might 
4. Out of these, the following four lines were chosen: 
God save 'our President, 
on this his greatest day. 
We will try to help him, 
In every sort of way. · 
5· At this point the pupils felt that they had enough 
material on the board to use in a second verse, and 
were anxious to go on. They proceeded.exactly as 
follows: 
Hail to our President 
He is our·country 1 s choice 
Hail to Eisenhower 
He is the people 1 s choice 
In him we put our faith 
So ore and all rej oice 
6. The second verse went together very quickly. They 
were· greatly pleased by their first effort and were 
highly motivated when composing the second. This 
is their second verse: 
Hail to our Presidentt 
He is the people 1 s choice. 
In him we put our faith, 
So one and all rejoice! 
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Ohildren 1 s Poem 
God save our President 1 On this his greatest dayo 
We will try to help h1m1 In every sort of way. 
Hail to our President1 
He is the people's choice o 
In him we put our faith, 
So one and all rejoice! 
7 q Musical Results 
-----~-:_1: ~-~-+-~-::. ··:---·,--~===· ~=+~:-~==-=-===-£=" 4"!=~-~:~P:.=~ 
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• BROWNIE: 
.·~~ ==1='-=-~==-F- ---.--~- . ~ ~--=:r_- ~- ~ o -=:!£ rd - --=:L -------
• --=--=--==-, ________ f!l__ ~---~~-~ " -===· 
Go~ s~ve ovr tn-es; denT 
g. As soon as Brownie had sung his melody, the 
children asked him to repeat it. After be had 
done so, it was enthusiastically accepted as the 
one they wanted without further attempts. 
9.. Almost unbelievably, _the other three lines 
follm'll'ed in rapid. succession. They were tried 
out with the first line already accepted., and 
the class as a whole seemed satisfied with them • 
. The song was then sung with the first and second 
verses .. 
CHARLENE: 
RICKY: 
TOMMY: 
10 .. Completed song, Chapter IV, page 98 
• Dance Sonfi 
To create a dance song and learn to do rhythmic 
movements in time with music .. 
Preparation: Acquaintance with fo.lk dancing. 
Procedure: 
1 .. 
6 .. 
Class learns a dance song.. Example: 11 L1ttle 
Brother Dane e With Me" from Hansel and. Gretel, 
arranged by B. Elsmi th. This song is recom-
mended beoau se the motions take little room 
and they are easily executed. 
In the next lesson review the song. Have the 
class do actions appropriate to the song. 
Ask. the class if they couldn't make up their 
own steps and motions for a dane e. Ask how · 
they would begin.. · 
Various steps and motions are collected from 
the class •.. Example: clap, tap, sway 1 turn 
pivet, look arms and turn-. . 
Class selects the various steps and motions 
they wish to include in their dance and 
arrange than in the order in which they are 
to come in the dance. 
The parts must ba ve relationship so that there 
is form.. The various figures must be of equal 
lengths, and the opening figure .should be 
repeated at the end to glve the dance unity; 
unity and variety being the two requisites 
necessary to a work of art.. Examples of form: 
rondo, chorus, folk type ABOA. 
7. Name the dance, for out of the name will come 
the words and the tune and the entire emotional 
quality of. the dance., In a Cowboy Dance the 
manner would be robust. A Goodbye or Farewell 
Dance would be wistful and restrained in charac-
ter .. 
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g. Have the class make up words. Often the words and 
the tune will come together .. 
9.. Class dances to the words .. 
10.. Class makes up a tune for their words$ Many times 
words of the song are 1e ft out, or others are.· added 
when the pupils add the melody.. When this occurs 
it is generally an improvement 1 done naturally and 
not deliberatelyo 
51' 
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Dance Song, Experimental Results, Grade Four 
1. The class learned a dance song in their singing books. 
2. The class did appropriate actions to the words. 
3o At the following lesson, after reviewing the song 
with actions, the teacher asked the class if they 
couldn't make up steps of their own. 
4. Two pupils., who were standing, immediately took 
opposite hands (they stood facing oppos1 te directions) 
and swung around, to whi.ch another enthusiastic pupil 
exclaimed1 11 0h yes, swing around in a circle~" 
Another pupil spontaneously sang the wards as the 
teacher wrote the words ·on the board. He left the 
word 11 in11 out of the above pbrase 1 which didn't 
bother the class at all~ "Swing Around the Circle" 
became the name of this dance,. 
5. The class then decided to tap and clap (two counts) 
as they had done in the other song, only they put 
the words to a different tune. (See Chapter IV, 
page t04) 
6 .. One of the pupils put ·both hands straight up in the 
air, and the teacher seeing a possible movement for 
their dance, asked: "What are you doing? 11 to which 
the pupils sheepisly answered, 11 Stretching9'·' As the 
teacher bent slightly forward and. brop.ght her arms 
52 
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up over her head and straightened up, she said, 
11 You oould do that in the dance, only say ...... " 
11 Up high,. 11 was offered. nyes, 11 she persisted1 
11 only instead of SSJI' it?-g up high you could say Q ..... 11 
11 Swing high." The .whole class was in favor of 
swing high and quickly added 11 swing low .. " The 
songwas completed with "round and round we gou 
and various pupils singing "round and round we 
go," the class selecting the tune theyliked best. 
7. The class sang the song with the actions, and 
with no suggestions from the teacher, ended it 
kneeling on one knee with their hands up over 
their heads. · One of the students eagerly asked 
if they could have another program like they did 
at Christmas, only dance at this one. The class 
decided it should be a Dance Festival. 
Swing ar.ound a circle ... ~ .... Hold hands and turn in 
an open semi-circle, or 
individuals turn by 
themselves. 
Tap, tap 1 tap, clap, . 
clap, clap ............... ~ • ., .Tap with right foot, 
clap standing still. 
Sw±~ng: .higl;l., swing 
low ............................. Lift hands over the head1 bringing them down as the 
body leans forward. 
Round and round we go ......... Turn around individually. 
If the dancers desire they 
may kneel on one knee and 
put their hands over the 1r 
heads on the last note • 
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What was particularly pleasing in this lesson was 
the singing of swing high.. The student who put 
the melody to i t 1 first sang the word high lower 
than the wrd swiJ:!g.. Then w1 th no prompting, she 
said, 11 No, high should go up high .. " She had 
learned from other creative experiences how to 
fit melody and words together, and was aware of 
it when this was not done .. 
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~ong Without Words 
For class or ,PUpils who are poor in melodizing, lacking 
rhythmic and;or harmonic feeling. 
Aim: To aid in overcoming the above musical handicaps .. 
Preparation: Attempted.cre.ative singing_. 
Procedure: 
3· 
Teacher then asks the class how many have sung 
a melody at one ·time or another, not using 
words, but humming.or llahing". 
Pupils respond .. 
She then ~sks if someone will sing a melody 
while she pley s an accompaniment. If several 
pupils sing at once, she asks on person in 
particular to sing it. 
After one idea is expressed she asks someone 
else to continue.. Seldom .is an idea rejected 
for the piano gives the rhythm and a feeling 
for harmony 1 and even .when one or two notes 
are offered they are accepted and then extended. 
Advantage should be taken of this by encourag-
ing the shy pupils, who are afraid of having 
their ideas rejected, to contribute something. 
Class repeats each phrase as it is completed .. 
Phrases are linked together until an eight or 
sixteen measure meloqy has been created. 
Class sings the entire melody on oo or ah .. 
9o Class selects a title for the song .. 
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lO~ I! the class expresses a desire to put words 
to their melody, continue~ Care must be taken 
to !it the rhythmic pattern of the words with 
the rhythmic pattern of the melodyo 
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Song Without Words 7 Experimental Results, Grade Five 
19 The teacher played a short phrase on the piano: 
2~ The teacher asked the class how many had ever found 
themselves humming a melody •. 
3.. Everyone in the class answered in the affirmative. 
~.. As the teacher turned to the piano again, she asked 
if someone would hum a melody while she played as 
she had before. 
5· Adrien sang1 
~~~~~--: 
which was echoed by two others in the class .. 
6~ The class sangthe short phrase, and Beverly added to it: 
1igg::r--t==-~-·-~- -~!=-~=-=~=-= -~-G-:-----~~ 
___.,....,..__ --~ -·--::\'· ·--- --.---·---
' ----(!1-- ------·· . -- --·---·-----·----~~-·--· 
7.. The class sang the entire phrase, and Peggy con-
tinued by s1 nging one note 1 
~~~£iE~:::=F-::: . =.~~-----H . ------ _--~-... ----_------ ~--------- -----
' ! 
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g~ The teacher told her it was good 1 to go on; but 
Peggy only smiled, so Janice took it and hummed: 
· ~~---1--r~ k:-l= --r -~t­--:Jt-~~-::=~*--J: J :td~=-· 
----- ---------~-------- ~----"--· 
94 The teacher requested the class to sing the song 
as it was, on oo, with someone adding a few notes 
at the end to complete its form. David offered: 
'~F~*:J:::J:--y. ~~~~ ----l ~l 
104 The entire melody was sung by the class. 
114 The class was aw~re that it had written a waltz 1 
but did not desire to add words to 1t 1 though . 
they considered it one of their best melodieso 
12. Completed song1 Chapter IV, page to8. 
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Imagery 
Aim: To stimulate imagery. 
-
Preparation: Oreative activities and experi~nces in 
other phases of the child's life. 
Procedure A: 
1,. In her most expressive manner~ the teacher 
describes to the class a person, place or 
thing, thereby setting a stage for· the 
imagination of the students. She must·be 
enthusiastic and completely in the spirit 
of that which she is describing. 
2,. If she describes people or a particular 
per son, she asks the class what or who they 
are, or what they do or are doing, depend-
ing ·upon the description. 
3p If she describes a place, she asks the class 
what will happen. there or what goes on there, 
or what they might do there. 
4. If she describes an object she asks-the class 
what it is or what pUl,';pose it serves, or how 
they might use it .. · 
5.. When a phrase or idea is expressed that would 
start a song, the teacher requests other 
related phrases until the expression is com-
plete enough to make a song. These phrases 
will come quickly .if the motivation has been 
adequate, and there is no interruption~ 
6. The words are then put to music which expresses 
the thought .. 
Procedure B: 
1. 
2. 
Teacher plays a descriptive piece to the class. 
Teacher asks the class what thoughts oome to 
their minds as they listen. Some children will 
·not have any particular thoughts, just as many 
59 
people do not see qolor in response to 
musical stimulation for that purpose .. 
When an idea is expressed 'Which captivates 
the class, haVe them add to it until there 
is a complete poetic expression or idea .. 
Put this expression to music 1 o~ line at· a 
time 1 unless there is a child who is so 
stimulated that he sings the entire song. 
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Imagery, Experimental Results 1 Grade Three 
Prooedure A: 
1.. The olass had been reading the adventures of 
IIDootor Dolittle11 1 who had been oalled to Afrioa 
to treat the monkeys who had been strioken with 
a very serious disease. He and his friends had 
oros sed the kingdom of the jolliginki, whose king 
had sent soldiers to oaptur e them and put them in 
prison~ They were foroed to hide out in the jungle 
overnight to elude their oaptors. 
2~ The teaoher had reoalled that partioular part of 
the story and disoussed it with the olass. 
3.. The ohildren were asked what kind of sounds the 
Dootor and his friends might have heard, and what 
sights they might have seen. 
4.. The ohildren answered with the following: 
ab) the noise of the monkeys ) soreams of wild animals 
o) beautiful songs of wild birds 
d) drums of different tribes perhaps 
beating out messages 
e) lions, tigers, elephants 
5.. When the children mentioned the beating of drums, 
the teaoher asked if they oould beat out some of 
the rhythms with their penoils on their desks .. 
> ·~ 
Sandy: J J J J _J 
carl; :' ;; J .J.n (lf1 J ~ 
Susan: ~J. J.. J' J. J' J 
. . > 
Brownie: :c-:1 J j n J_ e\ . 
~ Charlene; J .,\J _· J J ~'- ,,r] n. J 
';? 0 
Richard: >} • l () .,\ 
;-I 
•• ~l fl\ n J--:t ,\ 
TommyS: ~ (/) n n >\ 0 J J J 
Connie: >l tJ J J J >} 0 Jn .,\ 
Russell: ~ J >) f) J .,\ 
Tommy A; 
·' 
~~ &l\ J n J .\ 
;>' 1.1 .,\ J 
6o After all answers had been given and recorded, the 
teacher tapped each rhythm for the pupils to hear 
and dec~de which one appealed to them most~ In 
repeating the rhythms, the teacher did not mention 
the name of the pupil who had cant ri bu ted the 
rhythm. In this way personalities do not enter 
into making a choice~. 
Charlene's rhythm was chosen: 
Chosen .. 
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So The teacher repeated Charlene's rhythm for the 
class, and had them imitate with their pencils on 
their desks. This was done twice. 
9. The teacher then asked if anyone could sing that 
rhythm -- with or without words~ whichever they 
wished. 
BillY: 
Tommy: 
\$tt~-~4:_:~ff-~t~~~ 
J.. see G\Y"\ el e.. phQ.~ t· 
The children were most enthusiastic with this begin-
ning1 then followed much discussion as to what the 
elephant would be doing: 
Brownie: The hunters have shot him~ 
Linda: Oh1 let's not have him dead. Perhaps he's 
only resting. 
Connie: It could be "Sonny Elephant 11 taking a nap. 
Connie's suggestion met with everyone 1 s approval. 
The class had also been reading the book "Sonny 
Elephant", hence the name. 
• 
10. Ernestt s reply was immediately accepted, and the 
class asked the teacher to sing to them the three 
parts of the song. (They needed to hear the 
melodies again, the words had been taken down on 
Fa...- '"' 
Sandy: I think I have some more words. 
Sharp are his white tusks, 
Long is his great, big trunk, 
Lying on the ground .. 
12. These words were pleasing to everyone, and the 
second verse was accepted. 
13.. It was t;hen decided to call the song 11 Sonny Elephant". 
1.4-., Completed song, Chapter IV, page 1!09. 
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Aim: 
Musical Play 
To correlate the creative music progress with 
language arts .. 
Preparation: Previous experience in creating songs. 
Procedure: 
1 .. 
2. 
4 .. 
6 .. 
Motivate the class with a story, a trip, 
pictures, music, a danae, eta. or a combina-
tion of these things .. 
After enthusiasm has been kindled in a 
parti oular su bje at or thing, suggest making-
up a play 1 using some original music in it. If the class is interested -- continue. 
Class should outline the play, the teacher 
always listening for phrases that could be 
built into a song, for in their initial 
enthusiasm they have a great deal of fun 
bubbling with spontaneous ideas. 
Write the songs needed for the playe. Songs 
already composed by the class might be 
worked into it. (Maybe one of them was the 
inspiration for t.b,e play!) 
Write the dialogue. For this, grouping is 
recommended, each group working on a different 
scene; or perhaps individuals could work by 
themselves .. 
Decide on the background music needed, using 
records or the piano.. If there is much of 
this 1 another group could be formed to work 
on it. 
Decide on the aoti ons of the various characters .. 
Decide on costumes .. 
Have the class determine the staging and what 
props are needed. 
10. Issue invitations to the final performance • 
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Musical Play 1 Experimental Results, Grade Four 
Just before the Thanksgiving vacation, Christmas 
pictures were shown to the class. It was found that 
the class was very enthusiastic about Christmas at 
this time and since no Christmas music had been heard 
or played, their res·ul ting songs little resembled 
other Christmas songs. 
1. Motivation: The class was shown the following 
pictures. 
i:l,. Relyea's 11 The Journey of the Wise Men" 
b. Plockhorst 1 s 11 0n the Hills of Bethlehem" 
c. Defregger 1 s 11 He Loved Us and Sent His Son" (Shepherds at the Manger) 
d. Hofmann's 11 Gifts For the Baby Jesus" (Wise Men at the Manger) 
e. Raphael's · 11 The Little Lord Jesus" 
and opally told the teacher which each one was about. 
2.. The teacher asked if it might not be fun to 
write a Christmas play, only instead of speaking there 
would be singing. The class was excited by this idea 
and wanted to write it immediately. 
3.. Upon being l:!.Sked what the first scene would be 1 
the class decided to start with the wise men finding 
11 the s tar of Bethlehem 11 • 
• 
4., Dialogue: The teacher put "Star of Bethlehem" 
on the board and spoke the words with interest: she then 
led them on by saying: 11 The wise men knew as soon as 
they saw the star that it was the Star of Bethlehem, 
telling them ..... " 
Class: Jesus was born. 
Teacher: So the wise men probab~y said when 
they saw it, 11 Star of BethlehemL .••• 11 
Class: Jesus is born. 
The teacher wrote the words on the board. 
Teacher: 
Class: 
.Teacher: 
What are you wise men going to do 
about it? 
Go'and find him. 
Remember, yfu are the wise men, and 
being one o the wise men you would 
say ...... 
Class: We must find him .. 
Teacher: What might happen if you don't go 
and look for Him right away? 
Class: The star might disappear. 
Teacher: so· you mus.t. find ·him before ...... 
Class: The star disappears. 
Teacher: Right, or you could say ..... Before 
the star is ....... 
Class: Gone .. 
The teacher wrote the words on the board and said: 
Teacher: Good, and that sounds somewhat like 
born! Will someone sing the first 
line., Etc • 
• 
• 
The teacher did a good deal of leading in this song verse. 
Star of Bethlehem, 
Jesus is born .. 
We must find him 
Before the Star is gone. 
Such songs take longer than the following one. 
5. Dialogue; The bell tower struck ten fifteen 
as the above song was finished, and one of the talkative 
girls bubbled out with; 
Class: Ring the bells. 
Teacher: Ring the bells? 
Class; (with very pleased expressions) · nwe 
shall rejoice" 1 and "Jesus is born", 
came almost at the same time, so both 
phrases were put on the board. A song 
initiated by the· pupils! 
Teacher: Now what are you going to do? (Pause) 
Are you going to tell anybody what 
has happened? 
Class: Yes! We 1 11 go and tell the news. 
Teacher: What ne\fs? 
Class: Jesus· is born! 
The teacher wrote the last two lines on the board, and 
then asked for someone to sing the first line, etc. She 
suggested that the singing of the last line duplicate 
the second, since the Words were the same. The class 
tried it and liked it • In the singing of the words, 
the third line .was lengthened to 11 we shall. 11 
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Ring the bells, we shall rejoice--
Jesus is born • 
. we shall go and tell the news-
Jesus is born. 
At the next class meeting the pictures were again shown, 
but this time they were not talked about. 
6. Dialogue: 
Teacher: Just pretend you are the shepherds 
and you've come to see Jesus. You've 
come from the hills where you were 
watching your sheep and you've found 
the stable where Joseph and Mary are 
with Jesus. Everything is quiet 
ani Jesus is sleeping. As you stand. 
at the door looking in •••• what might 
you say to the other shepherds? 
First pupil: There the baby Jesus lays. 
Second pupil: Fast asleep upon the hay. 
Third pupil: All the angels are si ng1. ng. 
Secorxl pupil: All the angels singing gayo 
Make it all rhyme 1 lay 1 hay 1 gay 1 
Teacher: How many want the first line? How 
many want the second line? 
The class voted for 11 All the a!fgels singing gay • 11 They 
then read all three lines, and one of the pupils ended 
it with: 
Third pupil: on this Christmas Day .. 
Second pupil: On this joyful Christmas Day! 
The class voted for 11 0n. this joyful Christmas Day .. " 
Second pupil: I made up two linest 
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Teacher: You were a great help in writing two 
lines, and the others were a great help 
in giving the ideas and putting them 
into words. Who will sing that first 
line? Etc,. 
There the baby Jesus lays 
Fast asleep. upon the hay. 
All the angels singing gay 
On ~is joyful Christmas Day. 
At the next class meeting a pupil remarked that 
they badn' t written a song about the angels singing, 
so they quickly wrote one. Then they said that they 
had enough sor.gs for their pley 1 and so decided on the 
order the songs should come. They were eager to put 
actions to these songs. In a short time they had 
decided on actions, costumes, props, and background 
music. The costumes consisted of what they Qould 
find at home to make them look the part they were 
playing. The angels wore white dresses; the wise men 
wore si 1k scarves about their heads, tied Arab fashion; 
Mary wore a long blue silk scarf drapped softly around 
her he ad and Joseph added nothing to his regular apparel .. 
The class reinforced all the singing of the characters. 
ACT I 
A synopsis of what was to happen was given by the teacher 
before the play began.. Th'e teacher played "Silent Night" 
quietly on the piano while the wise men talked in panto-
mime... Then one ·of them l.ooked at the sky 1 .showed surprise 
and pointed at the Star. The three looking at the sky 
sang, Star of Bethlehem, and then repeated it mile walk-
ing ofrtn'estage .. 
ACT II 
Two angels circled the stage once singing, Ang~ ~ 
Singing, then sang it again off stage. 
ACT III 
Wise men and Angels walked across the stage to within 
a short distance of Mary and Joseph and then_sang, 
Baby Jesus. The piano was played quietly while they 
knelt at the manger. Then as they got up they sang, 
Ril~ the Bells. As they sang it the second time they 
ed off the stage. 
The class wanted to perform their play for the 
other grades. The teacher pointed out that the play 
was short and suggested that they make up a program 
to go with it. It was decided that before the play 
there should -be ai nging of songs everyone would know, 
such as 11 The First Noel 11 , 11 0 Come All Ye Faithful", 
and 11 Silent Night".. Learning that the fifth grade 
was writing Christmas songs, they invited the class 
to sing them at their program.. The second and third 
grades were also invited to sing any songs they might 
have written (one each) and the fourth grade concluded 
the program having everyone sing, 11 Kolyadan, 11 The 
Friendly Beasts", 11 Decorating the Christmas Tree", 
and 11 Jingle Bells11 • 
7. Completed songs, Chapter IV, 
Star of Bethlehem, 
Angels Are Singing, 
Baby Jesus, 
Ring the Bells, 
page 1 16 
page 113 
page 115 
page 1.14 
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Individual Creative Work 
-
Aim: To stimulate the desire to do independent work .. 
Preparation;: Previous experience in creative song;s. 
' 
Motivations: 
1. Teacher casually comments that she would:, 
be happy to help anyone write down a song 
they might make-up.. The theme is entire!Ly 
free choice. · 
2.. Teacher may ask if there is someone in the 
class who might be able to write a song : 
about a particular time, place, person or 
thing; such as Easter 1 snow, baseball or: 
city. Often students need only the germ 
of an idea for motivation .. 
3. If the teacher "Wishes to go 11all out 11 to: 
encourage writ1 ng, she ·could put aside a: 
table, keep it supplied with paper and : 
pencils and call it, Music Table, explaih-
ing to the class that she realizes people 
often get ideas when they 1 re doing some-
thing else arid that whenever that happened 
to anyone in the class, they should go at 
once to the table, where no one would dis-
turb them, and put their idea on paper . 
before they forget ito. So advantage will 
not be taken by doing this, results should 
be expected from anyone working at the t$ble 
in a matter of a few minutes. 
4. Encourage students to make up 'tunes on 
ire truments they play, simply by asking 
them if they have ever tried to do it~ If 
they are a.t a loss for words to go with 
their t:ane., have the class help them or . 
entitle the song, Song Without Words 1 as , 
Mendelssohn titled some of his workso This 
will lead to elementary harmony, as the 
student will dest re to have an accompaniment 
for his tune .. 
59 With students who show creative talen'J;,. 
give special encouragement with additional 
work in theory,i.e., notation, form, etc., 
and stimulate his interest in instrumental 
study if he is not already taking lessons. 
6.. Encourage two students to write together. 
This is suggested especially if both create 
individually, one being strong in melody 
and the other in verse or poetic expression; 
or, when there is the desire for indivi~ual 
expression, but there is the need of he~p. 
• 
Individual Creative Work, Experimental Results 
Motivation l, Grade Four 
The teacher casually commented that she would 
be happy to write down a song anyone made up. Sheila 
came to her during the week and said she had an Easter 
song. (The class had written one the week before.) 
She sang it for the teacher, who wrote it down7 then 
she sang it to her class. 
Motivation 2, Grade Five 
It was suggested to the class that they might 
write individual Christmas songs. David came to class 
.. 
the next day with a Ohristmas song. There was no 
'quwtion of its not being his work7 for the expression 
was just like David 1 so 
I saw a Christmas tree 
It was in Bethlehem 
$tanding near Jesus 
In Bethlehem town. 
He sang the song all the waw through, then sang it phrase 
by phrase until it was completely writteno When he 
finished, John spoke up:, and said1 11 I have ore too" 
Listening to David gave me the ideao 11 
I saw a Christmas caroler. 
I thought he sang so sweeto 
I liked that Christmas caroler 
Singing to me • 
• Then he sang it phrase by phrase while it was written I 
down. By the time the class had ended for the daY', 
most everyone in it had written a song! A Music Table 
was established at this timeo 
Motivation ~~ Grade Five 
Janice came into the class,.announcing that 
she had made up a tune on the piano. The class was 
eager to hear it and she played it to them. They. 
told her that it sounded like church music. She 
played it again, and·thenput words to it 1 one of, 
the other pupils helping her with. the wording of the 
last line. 
Oh Thou Lord we pray to The~, pray to Thee 
Help us to be strong and have faith in Thee. 
Bless us throughout all the day, all the day. 
Bless us throughout all the night, God we pray. 
Motivation 6, Advanced 
Manny was studying the piano when his teacher 
asked him why he didn't write a song. ·His response 
was that he couldn1 to His teacher then stimulated a 
conversation about baseball, and before he left he 
had written a short baseball song. As he left he 
asked if Richard 1 a close friend, and he could write 
a song together. Within two weeks they came to the 
teacher with a Christmas song, which is found in 
Chapter Fouro 
Completed songs, Chapter IV, page 125· 
'76 
77. 
Easter Morning, page 117 
Christmas Tree, page 1118 
Christmas Caroler, page 11'9 
Prayer, ·. . . page 120 .· 
On the First 
Christmas Day, Chapter V, page 12~. 
Chain Song 
To encourage shy indi v1 duals, ordinarily too 
timid to co nt ri but e, by gi. ving them a pointed 
opportunity to participate. 
Preparation: Previous experience in creating songs. 
Procedure:· 
1 .. 
2 ... 
Teacher asks the class, or selected group, 
what a chain song is.. State that it con~ 
sists of links connected to· one another · 
until a chain is formed. As an illustra-
tion with young children, touch the thumb 
and index finger of the left hand to ma.k~ 
a circle. · With the same fingers of the 
right han:l make a. circle and then link the 
two circles together.. : 
Explain to the class that a chain sor.g is 
on the same idea, only in this ty~ of a: 
song, the words are links ·oonn.eoted to e~ch 
other until there is a complete thought · 
and a sentence has been formed. 
Explain to the class that someone sings a 
word, then everyone sings the same word ... 
Immediately someone (generally the person 
~ext to the starter) sings the second word, 
and then everyone sings the two words, · 
which are ·immediately followed by having 
a third person add another wor d1 and so pn 
until a sentence is sung, or, if everythlng 
goes well, an entire song is created., · 
When a child is reluctant to take part, go 
on to the next student.. Never force part~­
cipation .. 
When a student offers a word to which some-
one else cannot add another word and make 
· sense, he may be challenged,. If .he cannot 
add another word, he may pe penalized. 
78 
The fun of this type of singing is that you 
never know what the soqs is going to be like7 or for 
that matter, what 1 t will be about unless a topic is 
decided upon beforehand. It seldom results in what 
may be termed a good song,. but everyone takes part, 
it stirs everyonets imagination, and it is always fun. 
Often when the chain tho~ght is good, the children 
are enthused enough to continue and make a comple~e 
song, generally proceeding with phrases instead of 
words 1 and on a volunteer basis. This procedure is 
merely a game to add pleasure, stimulate interest, 
enthusiasm and self-assuranceo 
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Chain Song, Experimental Results, Grade ~ 
1. The teacher asked Sheila to start the class off 
on a Chain song. 
2. Sheila thought a moment, then sang: 
~. ~c~. ~:=~±.- ¥. ~- -lfo;jKfC~~~---;._E~_il~-::~::::·:-fl: :: ~~-:~--~:-:: 
5 (.\ ', \ ~ ¥')~ 
3. The class sang the word. 
4-o Mary added: 
r .b-~-iJ:t~==r=:=r.·---_-._-.-.-=. 
~· .! 
. s (\' \ ;..,~ 
5. The class sang the two words. 
6. Dennis continued: 
L.1t.:a;-------·· ~it 3 ----: •. --
out-
7t;> Bill sang: 
~~;-
+o 
Henrietta immediately followed with: 
80 
9o Donna concluded the phrase: 
~~~= 
SeC\ 
10.. The class sang the entire phrase .. 
11.. Irene began the next phrase singing: 
~-Wt-==--: ~..........___. ----=-----~ :.~~--=-~-:: ·--
'WhQ+ 
' I 
12$ Lisa hesitated a moment, looking as though sh~ 
I 
I 
might challenge Irene, then smiled and sang: 
flt~=t-~== -L.~ .. ·------------------------
(A_ 
13.. Sheila added: 
. ~ . ~~~lit=¥ 
\'"ner t"j 
1~.. The class sang the song thus far .. 
15. Mary continued, singing: 
ft~11~=~= 
t-S:cle. 
16. Dennis readily sang: 
~~~ 
• 17. Bill concluded the song with: 
~~-=-a=·-- ~=~·t ~--· t:·: . --Ji: 
~ou. 
lS. The cJ.ass sang the completed song 1 singing it 
rhythmically .. 
Sailing 1 sailing out to the sea What a merry ride with you. 
19.. Lisa immediately suggested the words be changed 
in the second line from 11 with you 11 to 11 for me" 
so the song would rhyme. The class favored the 
idea and sang the song again, using the change 
of words. 
Sailing1 sailing out to the sea What a merry ride for me. 
page 122 
• 
An.teeedent-consequenee - Grade 1ll 
83 
• 
• 
.Anteced.ent-consequenee - Grade lV (.to which words were added) 
Responee 
A -·men, 
84' 
85 . 
• _" __ _ 
General conversation - Grade V 
F C\ \ \ \~ _he~ LeC\ves o_~,-e, -f'-\ L'~j 
~=~--~~dAi"i: .... J~:Uf-J~ 
t . ' 
.. for ~ W1nie\-- shovvs Gtre., co\<-n, V\8 
..A-~--- < ' -- - --· i . i\~' .r~~=-~:E~::- ~i~=--~~:=:~~~I:rJ 
A:"~ JC\c.k' Fro5t- ; s _ctl l C\ bc0t~ 
• 
Antaeedent...:.consequ~nae - Grade V 
• 
• 
General. conversation - Grade ~V 
. 
Noih;~ wtH e\rey be. done. ; 
88 
General conversation - Grade ~V 
Hear the Rain 
l~-==t=.*~ir =-c=~- ~: ~- G -., ~·- .--.---
. \A~(\.'f" . ~~- . t;t\'\ on tk 1t-cu(\d 
' ------=:::---
,...!, r·---. 3 -.... 
89 
Specific Rhythnr~ Grade ~ll 
I am ~\'J Pi Cl~ So Q~ ':jCV , 
{'4'1, \ti" Tie va.. \ CL.-V\ 1\~ h>..l avu\ ..v\...~te. 
Co·~· T~ VV\'1 pa\'" \1 ~+ s+o.Yt~ CLt "'twv 
~u.st ~lr O-"""" T ha...,e 0. v cd a.n t, \\e ~cv 
On ~1 ,'ts "" fi'l?:t ~ s\.5kt-; 
c\--ee;.W\,. i-oo I, We-'\\ ha.v~ \!.Ct \(€. £1..-.J •c.e 
90 I 
Speeifie Rhythm - Grade lV 
• 
speeifie Rb.ythm -.::-a:rade v 
92 
Original Rhythm - Grade 1~~ 
war nanee 
~·· .J: !l·. --jf~=-~~ t ----- . - ---~ -·-···- -·- --·:·f: 
\-tC\-W~C\ \. hQ.-·•WCH\, 
Original Rhythm - Grade ~V 
Indian on the warpath 
t~~:~:=r-· i ±~=-:j'_:.::=.~E 
. ·-~-~-~-·-~----· ~--~~J-=~- ::-=-ljl--~_I · _ _f/1!' ~~=-: .. -~:~·.::·-~:::-: ---: 
0\'t the \.rva.v- \JQ~ 'vJe must c..cJc:...,h 
. 
#>.• 
t . ,--~:."·· 14==·t<:·:~-f:~.··.::.~:::C::F·iY· ~·· 
I i I ·--~:~ ~--=~· -~-- (--···' .. _ -~ ··--~-:-· --~-=~~~ -~ 1 ~::-,l::-_ 
h, m . 'vJo. 1-vh.t~+ co.tch ~~W\ \P/e_ 
• 
94 
Original Rhythm - Grade V 
Pil.gr-1-m.s. 
•• 
95 
• 
Rhythmic Movement 
Hoist the sa.i~a--· --
• 
96 
Rhythmic :Movement- Grade m 
Chop the Christmas Tree 
. 
We.'\\ ~e.c.-ora:te ~e Chr-,st"Wta::, -T~ee.. 
• 
Rhythmic Movement - Grade ~1.1. 
The Parade 
~~J_-7-·:-:r: ---~--4-~-==::j:±:-_.;::-=j !_-~---·----~'""-·- - . --· :c·----------·-··--··---· ·--~-----
Left, rt9h.t , \e1t 1 r-~sh+ m~rc.h 
:18 
• 
To Our President· 
· .. 
f""'i-*-·-----.---- . 
=' -=:==ffi:f::_::r:····=::==i$:,i.jl 
·. v·---ct ·----,;--- -------. 
..ll1 ev - \"") ~b\"" t of . _w J 
So one.. 'I.Vl.c\ ~H t-e - j c :c.e 
• 
OriginaLP-o-em - Grade D.1. 
White SnO-w_Flakes 
r-Jlf/1.: _:·~:- .~--;_+--:i2:?~::r--~ f~- ·- ------=~:::.:::::.f!b.:-. ----::--,.t-··-:-_J~--~+~._f--=---=: 
... :;; :: --···-~·---:~---"·""···· -~- .. .,tj::~-L--0! -: 
Sc.{t} c;jeV'ltle. and co\~ 
.lij1fa11:~:~ _:e.:::::::.::=--_.t::: _:::J£1 - } -~ ~--~--=f~---------- - -------=---==~:...~.:.,~~~-o I 
Corn ~ n9 - .,rcvn · ~e ~kj 
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tfJ(J 
• 
Original Po_em - Grade ~V 
FiShing 
· ~~frr---- -" -----~------1\ -----1~-----·-------\.--_- =---fl---:.:_:..-:=.:..:.- · -_- •- .---..--~=--~- -t-~-=---=r:::.:-_-:--_:_~·f..:::j 
-------------- ---- . i' .. ---..il---~- ----~-----1 
·..:. --------··-- -----1 
. 
Hop~ to ~et t:{ . f'• sh 
On 
•• 
.101' 
Original Poem - Grade V 
Beautiful Christmas Tree 
~-~-ti=_::--411~;::-.__..... ~----=-_: --~--~--=--------1-: g:::Q: l 
I 
('h' I 
0. 1 n t ""3 
('h V DV./ 
• 
• 
Original Poem - Grade V 
GOOdby 
~ _____ _;_ __ ~--- 'f ... · .. ------.. 
--~----------1-------'·. --·-. -·-· ----------A--.l---··=-~~~ ·--·~---·"' L ..... L- --- . • ·- ··- ··1'"·-----.....l':--- .. t r;· l -----~--.~-~ --~ el..-.-------Y--~----r---:- ~-:··-!/ -: v • \ 
----·-··-····1.. ... ·.------·· ------. -- ----.........,...-
•• 
~~:.-:--==--·=--:r'?i.:_; ____ . ------~:~>::-.:=t ... : ____ :~.:~:... r~·~c:=--~:u T~=~~-·=:t=±:_:~=- :;-=~::: .. --=~iJ ,~ f-:li 
' G·cocl- -k1 t 5co~ -\o~ vnl.j t""'eVld 
102 
103 
Dance song - Grade 11 
nance 
we <jC 
• 
Danee Song_- Grade lV 
Swing .Around a Circle 
~-.-·· . 
0... 
~~ ~==t--- tJ~}_~~~~~' 1 
Sw.ln1 h\jh , . ~WI\'\.~ lovv' 
v 
1.05 
• 
nance Song ~ Grade V 
Through the Town 
• 
Song Without Word&r- -Grade It 
• 
107. 
Song Without words ;... Grade V 
• 
- -~~:t--1 -~~-~- ---· ----·-\---J 
--------- ---------·-. ··-
• 
tos 
Song Without wo-rds - Grade v-
• 
• 
109 
• 
Imagery-:.- Grade 1.11 
1~.:--=--:i= .. · ... ::t-~ ... :·~t=-~:.-:-:_~:· .. ··-=§i2 ~· ~--~ 
··- --- . . -·-' ·• ______ ,L _______ ~· . - ' ,): _Jil._ __ . . -·--- .. ----··--
.1 sQe f\rt E-1- e _, rh~n t 
l.o\"3 tS h;s ~\--0\..t , b \5 tr-vn k 
.... 
• 
• ' 
Imagery -- Grade V 
Dancers in the--Palae·e 
~~!~1~=~-lct~~~_ll 
.Dn\'\cer.s \n t\'\e. rc..lQce., 5o 
11:1 
• 
Imagery - Grcade lV 
Alleluia 
• 
Imagery ~-Grade V 
Skiers 
-&. 
f#~~]~~~~~F:::!friV=] 
. /~5 it;e'j _ <jO <5k\; {lg nt nt~ht. 
Musical Play_-:_ (Jrade lV 
Angels Are -~~nging 
• 
114 
• Musical Play _ ... _Grade lV 
Jesus Is Born 
IS 
~f:~=-t-==+ ::c=:ff-:==t_?:-~:J: ·~ 
\Je ~\.w. \\ ff> C\~ te \\ the. 1'\ei.-J$ 
• 
Baby Jesus· 
i$~I-- .r=~=;~:::- J~_.-:j=:~~J l£~S:~,:_~t 
·lter-e: . -t\,<2.. . . ~ 'n~ . . ..Je s vS . \ ~j · 
. it.· ~--
' 
: ·-J~:~~- · .r.~=-:~1~~~~~~t-r=s~~~~~~~-~~:r·;J 
. - --~--(11-- ' ··;J--- ,. ·-·-d· _) 
A\\ ~e. <.ln,jels S\vlj •V\5 ~ct.j 
0(\'l tl'\l~ 
• 
·.1:1 ~rr:. ·~V 
:116 
Musical Play - Grade lV 
~L---=i§fi::-~_:·f:~-:- -f'--=r=:.:::.~~,·-~-~]\-l~~b ·: _::-_:__--i - . - -~-----=-~~-:~----=--=------ ::: .. :·_- ___ 1\ 
' 
'&-f.ov-ca "tkt2. '5 t C\r :6 <jo \'1e_.. 
• 
• 
Indi vidual---crea. ti ve work 
Sheila Mccann, Grade lV 
Eaater Morning 
' 
1t7 
• 
Individual· Creative Work 
navid Serighelli - Grade V 
Christma~Tree 
_j_ 
J_t wa.~ . '"' 
t18 
• 
Individual creative work 
John Noonan - Grade V 
. . 
A Christmas-caroler 
. ·"' --- --------~--.~·- ----------
. -. . - --·· . ···--- ---- ··- . ---· ":] ____ ... -~ -- } . -=- :·.t~~-_: ~- -~ot= "~~-----.. r.::.~-- ff 
-·····:'... . ... _e ___ - .. -~---------·_., _______ !1 
me, 
Individual creative work 
Janice Nelson, Grade V 
Prayer 
' \~e\ r o:;. to be. s+vm"'lg C\V\cl hc:we..1(\\th ~\';\ "lhee 
Chain sonir -~ Grade 111 
The Ai-roplane 
• 
i22 
Chain song - Grade lV 
Sailing 
\ 
123 
Chain song --a--rade lV 
swinging; 
---------
• 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
As a result of this study, it was clearly demon-
strated that musical composition is a creative activity 
which affords each child an opportunity for participa-
tion.. Through the preceeding varied approaches, many 
pupils, not just those with inherent musical abilities 1 
were stimulated to freely and enthusiastically express 
their feelings and thoughts through musical composi-
tion. Many of these pupils in time found that this 
medium of creativity was of value in worthwhile use 
of their leisure time, and not just a classroom activity. 
Concrete evidence of this fact appeared in an 
upper grade 1 during this studyo Two senior high boys 
brought to their music teacher a Christmas song 
entitled non the First Christmas Day" which they had 
composedo After the song had been heard by several 
qualified members of the faculty, it was decided to 
include it in the annual Christmas concert. It has 
already been accepted to be recorded and sent abroad 
as part of the International School Music Project, 
sponsored by the American Junior Red Cross, in associa-
tion with the Music Educators• National Conference. 
It will be heard by the youth of other lands through 
:1.24 
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their National Red Cross Societieso This instance 
proved to the pupils that original musical composi-
tion need not be a source of satisfaction to the 
individual alone, but may have far-reaching satis-
faction. 
The following article which appeared in the 
April 1953 Issue of the Massachusetts·Teacher giveB 
added evidence to this statement. The children who 
wrote the song 11 To Our President" little suspected 
that the President himself would actually hear ito 
Wellesley Pupils Write Song 
To President Eisenhower 
Tuesday January 20th was a day of great 
excitement for everyone. As was the case 
in many towns and cities all over our coun-
try1 the children in Wellesley were to be 
dismissed at noon to enable them to witness 
by radio and television, the inauguration 
of President Eisenhower. 
The children of the third grade at the 
Phillips School expressed the desire to 
·write a poem to 11 Ike 11 on this memorable day 
in his lifeo The following poem is the 
results of their efforts: 
TO OUR PRESIDENT 
God save our President, 
On this his greatest day. 
We will try to help him, 
In every sort of way. 
Hail to our President! 
He is the people's choice. 
In him we put our faith 1 So one and all rejoicel 
.126 
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TEACHER 
New Look at Old Prohlents 
Public ,...chooJ ~alarics 
They Keep on tudying 
Eisenhower· Song 
'"f1UESDA Y, Jan. 20 was a day .. oe 
.L'grcat excitement for everyone 
fi:. w $ the case in many 
crdcs all over our country. the chil 
dren in Wellesley were to be dis 
missed at noon to enable thel'11!r t 
witness, by radio and televisjpn, lh 
mauguration of President EiH•Jl 
howcr. 
The children of the third grade at 
the Phillips School expressed th<: 
esire to write a poem to "Ike'' on 
his memorable day in his life. Th 
lowing poem is the result of their 
efforts: 
'/'o Our Prf'llirlf'nl 
God save our Pre idcnt 
On this his grrolcsl day. 
We will tr·y to help him, 
In e\'ery sort of way. 
HaJJ to our President! 
He is the people's choicl'. 
In him Wl' put our faith, 
So one and all rejoice~ 
The pupils ha\'e composed •,cral 
nal songs during tlw yeat": o 
hat .etting the poem to music was 
1 natur·al outgrowth of their crea-
ivc music activities. Their teacher 
Doris Mcintyre. 
When Principa l Henry J. B~ron~ 
card the song. he was favorably 
mpress<•d with both the words and 
hc music. and felt that Prt•sidont 
Isenhower would be pleased to 
know of its existence. According!}'. 
he wrote to the President, who"'sc 
cfJice replied as follows: 
ThP Rt'JJf) 
'Dear Mr. Baro c: 
''Your friendly letter to the Presi-
dent. enclosrng a song written by 
-tudcnts of your school, has been 
eived. You may be s ure that it 
1s most gratifying to him to Jearn 
that the children of our nation arc 
king such an active interest In the 
ITairs of our country as is evi-
nced by the cnclo::.ure. 
"The President extends h1s very 
wishes to both you and your 
. tudents. 
''Sincerely, 
"SH ERMA:-1 
their National Red Cross Societieso This instance 
proved to the pupils that original musical composi-
tion need not be a source of satisfaction to the 
individual alone, but may have far-reaching satis-
faction. 
The following article which appeared in the 
April 1953 Issue of the Massachusetts·Teacher giveB 
added evidence to this statement. The children who 
wrote the song 11 To Our President" little suspected 
that the President himself would actually hear ito 
Wellesley Pupils Write Song 
To President Eisenhower 
Tuesday January 20th was a day of great 
excitement for everyone. As was the case 
in many towns and cities all over our coun-
try1 the children in Wellesley were to be 
dismissed at noon to enable them to witness 
by radio and television, the inauguration 
of President Eisenhower. 
The children of the third grade at the 
Phillips School expressed the desire to 
·write a poem to 11 Ike 11 on this memorable day 
in his lifeo The following poem is the 
results of their efforts: 
TO OUR PRESIDENT 
God save our President, 
On this his greatest day. 
We will try to help him, 
In every sort of way. 
Hail to our President! 
He is the people's choice. 
In him we put our faith 1 So one and all rejoicel 
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The pupils have composed several ori-
ginal songs during the year, so that setting 
the poem to music was a natural outgrowth of 
their creative music activities$ 
When Principal Henry J. Barone heard 
the song, h.e was favorably impressed with 
both the words and the music 1 and felt that President Eisenhower would be pleased to 
know of its existence. Accordingly he wrote 
the following letter to the President: 
Phillips School 
Seaward Street 
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 
January 23, 19 53 
Honorable Dwight D. Eisenhower 
President of the United States 
White House 
Washington, D. C~ 
Dear President Eisenhower; 
Tuesday, January 20th was a day of tre-
mendous excitement to children as well as 
adults~ Youngsters recognize the importance 
· of the President ... they know that yourr s is 
the hand which guides their future. 
Immediately preceeding your inaugura-
tion the third grade pupils of the Phillips 
School in Wellesley Hills; under the direc-
tion of their teacher, Miss Doris Mcintyre; 
wrote the enclosed song, both tune and lyrics. 
The song reflects their admiration for 
your heroic life; their faith in you as their 
leader. 
'l'o inspire such a tribute in our very 
young Americans must be a rewarding experience. 
Respectfully yours, 
(signed) 
Henry J~ Barone 
Supervising Principal 
Honorable Dwight D. Eisenhower 
President of the United States 
White House · 
Washington, D.~ .• 
Dear'PreSiden:t.Eisenhower! 
!nesda1, January 20th, was 
children as well as adults. 
of the President 
their fature. 
Immediately 
pupils of the Ph 
tion of their 
Phillips School 
Seaward Road 
Wellesley Hills 82. Mass. 
Jaunary 23, 1953 
-gnize the ortance 
the hand which guides 
I 
cts their admiration for your heroic life; their 
ir leader. 
ch a tribute in our very young Americans mnst be 
Respectfully yours~ . 
t~.:~ 
Supervising Principal 
On March the third, a reply was received from 
the White House. The pupils were thrilled and delighted 
when this letter was read to them.. They also received 
a great deal of pleasure in writing the song. They 
often follow the salute to the flag by singing their 
own song to our President .. 
Learning to tactfully criticize their own work as 
well as that of their classmates, aided in developing 
a keener sense of rhythm, tonality, mood, phrasing., 
and form in music; developed better listening power in 
general.. This ability led to a desire to learn to 
properly notate what they had done, and in some instances 
to harmonize it. This clearly indicates that original 
musical composition can be used as part of a readiness 
program for. music theory and instrumental training .. 
Several pupils ~xpressed a desire to learn to play the 
piano or some other instrument upon which they could 
play for themselves, the songs which they created. Once 
some d~.gree of assurance and satisfaction was attained., 
the children sho l'ted they could work somewhat independently 
with only occasional assistance from the teacher, .and 
in some cases, with complete independence. 
The appr oac he s set down here are not re o or ded with 
any order of preference.. Their use depends solely upon 
the teacher, her class 1 the motivat~on, and interestso 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. A practical system of notation for the classroom 
teacher with limited training in music theory. 
29 A study between groups to statistically analyze 
the effects or benefits resulting from free crea .... 
tive musical expression-- concerning note reading, 
instrumental work, rhythm, pitch 7 etco 
39 A study to determine which intervals of pitch, 
and patterns of rhythms, seem to stimulate fruit-
ful results in boys and girls. 
1 .. 
2. 
4. 
5· 
6. 
7· 
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